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Can Danica live up to expectations?
The season opening Daytona 500 was rained off for the first time in the 
54 year old history of the “Great American Race” on Sunday leaving 
race fans having to wait to see how an offseason of change as affected 
the NASCAR series.

Daytona International Speedway is the mecha of stock car racing. 
The Florida race track is the very heart of NASCAR and two weeks in 
February it becomes the epicentre of motorsport.

NASCAR’s origins stemmed from a desire from bootleggers to find 
out who had the fastest car in the southern US states for transporting 
illegal “moonshine” throughout a network of speakeasies along the 
eastern seaboard but over the course of the last thirty years it has 
metamorphosed into something much bigger.

Gone are the days when the majority of european fans scoff at the 
series. Whereas for year’s Formula 1 fans looked down upon the series 
as a very distant cousin recent years have seen the majority of fans 
move from having grudging respect to viewing the racing in the series 
as some of the most competitive in the world.

Juan Pablo Montoya’s move from McLaren to NASCAR in 2006 
has played an important role in showcasing the talent level within 
the NASCAR paddock to a new fan base and giving leading drivers a 
proven yardstick with which to be judged. 

While many expected the Columbian to win races and challenge for 
the championship right from the start of his stock car career what ahs 
occurred has been very different. Montoya has so far proved to be a 
competent racer but also done little to show that he can be a consistent 
challenger at the front.

Speed needs to be matched with experience
even though he is one of the most talented racers ever to grace 

Formula 1 he has struggled to adapt to the much heavier cars and 
the lack of technology available to him. Whereas in Formula 1 a driver 
can analyse their performance to incredible detail due to telemetry in 
NASCAR this practice is outlawed. When he was racing in Formula 1 
Montoya was able to use the data traces to help form his plans for car 
setup and to give him feedback on his performance but now everything 
he does to improve his car comes from talking with his engineer at the 
end of each session.

This challenge means that a much higher degree of importance is 
placed on the relationship between a driver and his engineer rather 
than between a car and its software. Without the use of electronics in 
the car the defining element of performance is the driver’s talent and 
his ability to work with his car.

This is not to diminish the ability of Montoya, or other single seater 
drivers who have struggled to show the same speed with a roof over 
their heads, but rather to show just how much of a role experience plays 
in being successful. The leading Sprint Cut drivers-Jimmie Johnson, 
Tony Stewart, Kyle Busch-all grew up racing this type of car and have 
therefore a huge wealth of experience with which to draw upon.

The likes of Montoya do not have the same depth of knowledge and 
having spent so much of his career using telemetry it is no surprise that 
this change has been a challenge for him. however he is now entering 
his sixth season in the series so the time is nearing for him to finally 
progress. For this to occur Juan Pablo will have to finally develop a 
strong relationship with his race engineer.

It is in this light that Danica Patrick’s first full season of NASCAR 
racing should also be viewed. The 28 year old has raced in Indy Cars 
for the past seven years alongside a partial NASCAR schedule in the 
last two years. This year will see a move to the second tier Nationwide 
championship, along with ten Sprint Cup races, but there is also 
immense pressures being placed on her shoulders.

At Daytona the number of fans clamouring for her merchandise was 
immense and with NASCAR looking to tap into a new lucrative market, 
of female race fans, the sheer volume of media appearances and a 
massive advertising campaign featuring her has placed an even greater 
sense of expectation on her.

Patrick took the pole position in qualifying for the Nationwide race 
but struggled throughout the race and spent the majority of the opening 
section in the middle of the field trying to move to the front.

Patrick suffered early crash
Ultimately a crash in the opening half of the race ended any chance 

of the first ever female pole sitter at Daytona to challenge for the win 
but it also showed that even though her speed isn’t in doubt her ability 
to race wheel to wheel in the pack still has question marks hanging 
over the roof of the number 7 GoDaddy.com Chevy.

In the crash that ended her race there was little that Danica could to 
avoid it but it showed once more that setting times while running on 
track on your own in qualifying is a very different challenge to racing 
against 42 other cars at speeds in excess of 200 mph.

It’s very interesting to see what is being expected of Patrick. In Indy 
Car racing she showed plenty of promise but ultimately a single race win 
in the series has to be seen as a very poor return given the machinery 
she has had at her disposal over the course of her career. Racing in 
recent years with Michael Andretti’s squad numerous teammates have 
won titles.

Compounding Danica’s struggles is the fact that drivers such as 
Montoya, Dario Franchetti and Sam hornish Jr-all Indy Car champions-
have struggled to show the same speed in NASCAR that they routinely 
displayed in single seater racing. For Patrick to buck this trend and 
become the racer that NASCAR need her to be will be an immense 
challenge. Can she do it? 

her speed is not in doubt but as Montoya has shown racing at the 
sharp end of the NASCAR field is a much bigger challenge than just 
having the ability to turn left and complete a fast lap in qualifying.

With most races lasting 500 miles drivers consistently have to make 
adjustments to the car and to their tactics to be in position in the final 
50 miles to win the race. This creates arguably the most organic form in 
racing with changes taking place at all times. 

Drivers have to think about fuel economy, tyre wear, when to attack 
and when to defend. In addition to this with bump drafting, when two 
cars race in tandem and one pushes the other to ever higher speeds, 
the drivers need to determine who is their best partner in the draft and 
for how long is it ideal for that partnership to last.

With so much going through the minds of a racer the challenge of 
racing in NASCAR is immense and provides a unique challenge that 
makes it very difficult for many single seater races to adjust to the 
series.

GREYHOUND RACING Dundalk Stadium

There was a quite explosive start to the Track 
Bookmakers 525 stake at Dundalk Stadium over 
the weekend. Three of the eight heats produced 
sub-29.00 runs, one of them coming from a local 
headline-maker of a few weeks ago.

Mont Ventoux is owned in partnership by Dean 
Watters and Christopher Doyle and is housed at the 
latter’s Marian Park kennel. On February 3 the well-
made black made it three wins from four outings, 
scoring over the 400.

he was beaten on the following week, again 
running in a sprint; but on Friday night showed 
that his future could be in middle distance races, 
pulverising the opposition in heat 2 of the €1,750-

to-the-winner competition.
Mont Ventoux was never headed, and the further 

he went the bigger the margin he put between 
himself and the rest. his time of 28.77 beat by one 
spot the impressive Dooey Cranky’s return in the 
opening heat.

When it looked Mont Ventoux and Dooey 
Cranky would fill the first two places in the opening 
round’s time test, along came Quail hollow the 
following night to record 28.76. This lad is owned 
by Castleblayney-based Kieran Lonergan and is 
trained near Mullingar by Francie Murray, who has 
made a terrific start to the season, rarely failing to 
get a winner on his visits to Dowdallshill.

We’ve now got a humdinger of a competition, 
but don’t for one minute think the members of 

the 28 club have got it all to themselves. There are 
others lurking in the background whose first round 
times can be improved upon.

Kilara Lou Lou and Cians Machine are among 
them. These are others who registered for local 
kennels, Kilara coming in as a reserve to reward 
Darver’s Paul McDonnell, and  Peter and Antoinette 
Norton’s Cians putting in a big finish to take his 
qualifier. 

Knockagh Mal and Course I Can (both owned by 
Colm Farrelly), Siobhan Bullet (Gerry Irwin), Clonlost 
Bob (David Dunne) and Aintree Kate (Aintree Crew 
Syndicate) are others to have made it through to 
Saturday night’s quarter-finals, which should see 
the the big three advance.

Times are good in opening round of Bookmakers’ stake
By Joe Carroll

JIM Bolger and Kevin Manning were on double 
form at Dundalk, starting with Patrimonium’s 
easy victory in the Follow Ladbrokes On Twitter 
handicap.

The 10-1 chance was never far off the pace and 
after shooting clear on the home straight, she kept 
up the gallop to record an easy four and a half 
length success over Samollie.

east Of Tara (pictured above) had refused to race 
on her final outing for Des McDonogh, but Bolger 
and Manning managed to get the 12-1 chance 
home two lengths in front of Word For Word in 
the Ladbrokes - Where real Fans Get rewarded 
handicap.

Destiny’s Child swooped late to land an incident-
packed Better Odds Ladbrokes Fillies Maiden.

Pat Smullen held the 3-1 chance well off the 
pace and still had plenty of ground to make up as 
Merkel just got the better of a barging match with 
elegant Sisi in front.

With that pair battling up the rail, Smullen 
brought Tim Doyle’s filly down the centre of the 
track, and she got up in the shadow of the post to 
deny Merkel by a short-head.

Jessica harrington struck in the Ladbrokes Bet In 
Play handicap with Fairy Wing.

The 4-1 chance travelled well for Shane Foley 
before sweeping through in the final furlong and 
running on strongly to record a three-quarters of a 
length verdict over Aragorn rouge.

Forbidden City’s brave effort to make all in the 
Ladbrokes.com Mobile App handicap was to no 
avail as he was collared in the closing stages by 
Cailin Coillteach.

Fergal Lynch’s mount (5-1) took a while to hit top 
stride, but when she did, she reeled in the long-
time leader close home to score by half a length.

Shop Dj (5-2) made a seamless transition from 
the jumps sphere to the Flat when landing the 
Download Our Mobile App Now Maiden under 
Michael hussey.

Ravensdale Lodge 
Equestrian Centre 
results
Horse training, Thursday February 23

70cm Class: Divided between Mary Cosgrove’s 
rio (M. Cosgrove) & John Floody’s Milky Way (J. 
Floody).

80cm Class: John Floody’s Smartie (J. Floody).
90cm Class: Divided between, John Floody’s 

Kit Kat (J. Floody) & Lynn Patterson’s Gujo (L. 
Patterson).

1m Class: Divided between, John Floody’s Aero 
(J. Floody) & Lynn Patterson’s Cujo (L. Patterson).

Horseware Ireland horse and pony training 
league, Friday February 24

Cross poles: Divided between, Jason Connolly’s 
Dynamite (J. Connolly) (horseware Ireland voucher), 
ravensdale Lodge’s Darcy (K.A O’ hare), ravensdale 
Lodge’s Presley (D. Mac Guinness), ravensdale 
Lodge’s Womble (L. Cosgrove), ravensdale Lodge’s 
Snowdrop (C. Whelan), ravensdale Lodge’s Jack 
(D. Steenvoorden), ravensdale Lodge’s Darcy (h. 

Cunningham), ravensdale Lodge’s Snowdrop (A. 
Dunne) & Sean Taaffe’s Clyde (S. Taaffe).

60cm Class: Divided between, Caitlyn King’s 
Misty (C. King) (horseware Ireland voucher) & 
ravensdale Lodge’s Presley (N. Callan).

70cm Class: Divided between, Anna Mai Mullen’s 
Pepper (A. M. Mullen) (horseware Ireland voucher), 
Georgia Kirkwood’s Maddie (G. Kirkwood), Katie 
Matthew’s Sir Freddie (K. Matthews), Orla Mc 
Gowan’s Sally (O. Gowan), Trevor Caldwell’s 
Cassie (T. Caldwell) & Sophie Kinghan’s rocky (S. 
Kirkwood).

80cm Class: Divided between, Anna Mai Mullen’s 
Fleur (A. M Mullen) (horseware Ireland voucher(, 
Georgia Kirkwood’s Maddie (G. Kirkwood), Orla 
Mc Gowan’s Laurie (O. Mc Gowan), Victoria Mc 
elwaine’s Pandora (V. Mc elwaine), Katie Matthews’ 
Sir Freddie (K. Matthews), James Griffan’s Billy the 
Kid (J. Griffin), roan Gallagher’s Jack (r. Gallagher), 
Orla Gallagher’s Larry (O. Gallagher), Sean Bird’s 
Whisper (S. Bird) & Alvin Mc elwaine’s Sapphire (A. 
Mc elwaine).

90cm Class: Divided between, Danny Mc Cone’s 
Tad (D. Mc Cone) (horseware Ireland voucher), 
Lucinda Kinghan’s Lady (L. Kinghan), Ciara 
Culleton’s Bosco (C. Culleton), Cora ryan’s Tonto 
(C. ryan), Victoria Mc elwaine’s Pandora (V. Mc 
elwaine) & Darren Mc Kay’s Donner (D. Mc Kay).

1m Class: Divided between, Martin Bolton’s 
Lady Celtic Cruise (M. Bolton) (horseware Ireland 
voucher), rachel Suffern’s Arnie (r. Suffern) & 
Tommy Moriarity’s Dollar (M. Moriarity).

1.10m Class: Divided between, David Kinghan’s 
Touchdown (M. Murphy) (horseware Ireland 
voucher), rachel Suffern’s Arnie (r. Suffern) & Mark 
Murphy’s Finn (M. Murphy). 

Mackins horse feeds indoor arena eventing 
league, Saturday February 25

60 cm newcomer’s class: # 1 divided between, 
Vicky Campbell’s Tilly Tiger Lily (V. Campbell) 
(Mackins horse Feed) & emma O’ Leary’s Tiger (e. 
O’ Leary), # 2 divided between, Victoria Craig’s 
rocky (V. Craig), ravensdale Lodge’s Presley (V. 
Price), Nicole Fegan’s Tigger Too (N. Fegan) & Olaf 
Kerr’s Star (O. Kerr), # 3 divided between, Katie 
O’ hare’s Blaney’s Boy (K. O’ hare) & Jane ray’s 
Captain Slow (J. ray).

70cm Class: # 1 divided between, Megan 
hughes’ Tino (M. hughes) (Mackins horse Feeds) 
& Louise hollywood’s Kojak (L. hollywood), # 2 
divided between, Louise hollywood’s Warrior (L. 
hollywood), Orla Murnahan’s ernie (O. Murnahan), 
ronan Lennon’s Sandy (r. Lennon) & rachel 
redmond’s Marly (r. redmond).

85cm Class: # 1 divided between, rachel 
redmond’s Chance (r. redmond) (Mackins horse 
Feed), Bonnie Bray’s Jigsaw (B. Bray), Aoife hanratty’s 
Inis (A. hanratty), Kathi Clamor’s Clonbrack royal 
(K. Clamor) & Lucy Mulligan’s Tom (L. Mulligan), 
# 2 divided between, Geraldine Barry’s Ben (G. 
Barry), eric Brunton’s Blucher (e. Brunton), Maire 
Byrne’s Balou (M. Byrne), Laura Kieran’s Iceman (L. 
Kieran), Matthew Wright’s Pixie (M. Wright), Stan 
Cunningham’s Orion (C. Murtagh) & Caroline Mc 
Guirk’s Zorra C. Mc Guirk), # 3 emma Mc Cabe’s 
Tikka (e. Mc Cabe).

1m Class: # 1 divided between, Shona Gregg’s 
Castleborn Finn (S. Cregg) & Matthew Wright’s 
Lightning (M. Craig).

Spring indoor dressage league, Sunday 
February 26.

Class 1, Intro A: # 1 Urszula Oszowly’s Bertie (U. 
Oszowly) 66.08%, 

 # 2 Susan Scott’s Talubet Oz (S. Scott) 60.86%, 
# 3 Ashling Keenan’s Diego (A. Keenan) 60.43%, 
# 4 Nuala O’ hare’s Bailie (N. O’ hare) 57.82%, # 5 
Caroline Buchanan’s Silverline Flame (C. Buchanan) 
57.82%, # 6 elam Lockhart’s Nancy Myles (e. 
Lockhart) 55.65%, # 7 Leonie Irwin’s Levi (L. Irwin) 
55.21%, # 8 rozanne Mc Caughey’s roxy (r. Mc 
Caughey) 53.04% (horseware Ireland prize).

Class 2, Prelim 7: # 1 Urszula Oszowly’s Bertie 
(U. Oszowly) 62.50%, # 2 Susan Scott’s Talubet 
Oz (S. Scott) 61.50%, # 3 Louise Magill’s Vanier 
Sundance (L. Magill) 60%, # 4 Jeanine Gamble & 
Panda Bear (J. Gamble) 58.50% (horseware Ireland 
prize), # 4 (joint) Aine Keenan’s Diego (A. Keenan) 
58.50%, # 5 hannah Lockhart’s Nancy Myles (h. 
Lockhart) 57%, # 6 ravensdale Lodge’s Sage (G. 
Byrne) 55%, # 7 Victoria Craig’s rocky (V. Craig) 
55%, # 8 Leonie Irwin’s Levi (L. Irwin) 52.50%.

Class 3, Prelim 12: # 1 Jeanine Gamble’s Panda 
Bear (J. Gamble) 62.40%, # 2 Victoria Craig’s rocky 
(V. Craig) 55.60%.
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12/1 East of Tara sweeps to victory

Gerry Byrne and Ravensdale Sage competing at Ravensdale 
Lodge’s Indoor Spring Dressage League. Picture: Nialll Connolly.


